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resentation may also be detected in the fact
that the majority of respondents indicate a
transnational body (the European Union) as
best placed to decide on biotechnology issues; those choosing the Italian government
are even less numerous than those convinced that “no one is in a position to deMassimiano Bucchi1 and Federico Neresini2
cide” (see the table).
Our study suggests that what we
ublic debate on biotechnologies illusare witnessing represents concern
trates the difficulty of combining
for the procedures connecting sciWHO SHOULD DECIDE WHETHER TO
CONTINUE RESEARCH ON BIOTECHNOLOGIES?
democratic forms with regulation of
entific expertise, decision-making,
complex technoscientific issues. The root
and political representation. We bePercent*
of the problem is often identified as a lack
lieve that neither the elitist apThe Italian government
9.0
of “scientific literacy,” mainly caused by a
proach (“leave it to the experts”)
The European Union
29.9
distorted and alarmist representation of
nor the utopian approach (which asEntrepreneurs funding research
2.0
these issues by the mass media and associsumes that all citizens can be transScientists
11.9
ated with prejudice against science (1).
formed into scientific experts) is viThe Catholic church
2.2
Two years ago, we used data collected
able. Experts are not sufficient befrom two large surveys of Italian public
All citizens
20.9
cause political actors and instituopinion to demonstrate that, although lack
tions are considered inadequate in
Potential beneficiaries of applications
5.1
of information on biotechnologies and a
this area by the majority of citizens.
No one is in a position to decide
14.4
marked hostility against food biotechnoloScience, moreover, is increasingly
Don’t know — no response
4.5
gies are clear, the links between media experceived as feeding uncertainty
*Calculated on the basis of the 994 participants in the survey.
posure, levels of awareness, and attitudes
rather than certainty. The objection
toward biotechnologies are far from
toward (some) biotechnologies
straightforward. In other words, it is not
seems to derive from the currently
sufficient to be more informed to be more by scientists being indicated in the latest perceived absence of adequate and publicly
open to biotechnologies; indeed, the con- survey as the most trustworthy source of in- accountable procedures for the governance
trary is sometimes the case (2). However, formation on biotechnologies (39%).
of innovation.
we left open the question of what—if meAt the same time, however, the perceived
Future studies are needed to explore
dia exposure and awareness itself do not image of scientific research among citizens how certain events and their media coverseem to be so relevant—could actually ex- seems to have lost some of its aspect of im- age may have contributed to shaping this
plain public hostility to biotechnologies.
partiality and disinterestedness: 69% of re- perception. Journalists clearly have a sigIn 2003, another survey of Italian pub- spondents, for instance, define science as nificant responsibility in choosing the relic opinion was carried out, specifically “loaded with interests.” Science is also in- sults and spokespersons which are used to
aimed at analyzing this question (3). A rep- creasingly seen as in internal disagreement: represent the scientific point of view in the
resentative sample of 994 Italian citizens 68.6% think that the members of the scien- public domain; however, reducing this
was interviewed by phone in late March tific community have conflicting views on complex process to a simple matter of mal2003. A copy of the questions used in the the issue of genetically modified organisms practice on the part of the media seems to
survey and the percentage response rates (food and plant products) (GMOs), and respond only to the desire to find an easy
are available on the Science Web site.
83.3% perceive specialists in disagreement scapegoat, while ignoring a dilemma
We believe that the negative attitudes to- about cloning. Those who considered the which is increasingly serious and relevant.
ward biotechnologies that we have docu- scientific community to be in conflict were
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